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Roundtable guests from left Donna Lee-Marcal, Mark Durkin, Maria Cocciolone, Nicola Le Lievre, Glenn Silburn, Lynn Hetherington-Briggs, 
Carley Stewart, Andrew Taverna and Belinda Merlino.

CONSUMER PERCEPTION

QUESTION: How does your salon clientele currently regard 
Australian beauty products? Has there been a shift in Australian 
consumer perception toward home-grown products over the 
past decade? 

LEARNING: THIS IS THE YEAR OF AUSTRALIAN 
BEAUTY.  AUSTRALIAN BEAUTY PRODUCTS HAVE 
ARRIVED ON THE INTERNATIONAL STAGE AND 
THEY’RE THANKFULLY BEING RECOGNISED 
LOCALLY FOR THEIR QUALITY, INGREDIENTS 
AND VALUE. 

Nicola: “My business is based almost predominantly on Australian 
made and owned products. We’re big stockists of O Cosmedics as 
well as Ginger&Me. My business was not always based that way and 
I’m definitely finding since I’ve done that, the clients are embracing 
that, because they’re getting better support. They know Australian-
made and owned brands are catering for their skin concerns and 
needs which are often caused by Australian harsh climate. They’re 
also better value from a price point as well.”

Maria: “When I first started creating brands, I underestimated the 
power of Australian-made. It used to be the last thing listed on our 
ads – then it was the first. My BDMs tell me it’s a door-opener, it’s 
the top question they get asked  by salon owners . Being Australian-
made is a very strong requirement, from a business perspective and 
certainly from a consumer perspective.”

Lynn: “I’ve carried Australian-made brands for over 30 years.  
Consumers used to be a bit apprehensive about the strength 

of Australian made products, but now, there’s no argument, 
and I have a huge number of clients requesting home-grown 
products. They like to help our economy, plus they like the purity 
and quality of our products.”

Carley: “People are more environmentally aware.  They don’t 
want something that’s been shipped from half way across the 
world. Consumers want to buy something that’s helping the 
local economy and being made here. People are seeking it out 
internationally as it has that perception of being clean and green 
and high-quality; Australian-made has a fantastic reputation.”

Belinda: “My clients love the fact that I only stock Australian-
made products, it gives them reassurance that they are buying 
quality. It’s a really big selling point, products just fly off the 
shelves, and it’s something that happens organically.” 

Andrew: “Twenty years ago we used to do trade shows overseas 
and Australian-made was all we promoted - that was the main 
selling point.  It should have always been a selling point here too, 
but that’s only happened recently.  We have the knowledge and 
the resources to make the best products, but consumers have 
caught onto that only recently.”

Mark: “Asap has grown a lot for us in the export side of things, 
because we’ve got such a broad cultural expanse here in 
Australia. We have to suit so many different skin types which 
means the product is very approachable to a world market. The 
other thing with Australian-made is it’s very affordable because 
we’re not importing, we don’t have those extra costs for the 
product to take to market for the Australian consumer, so that’s 
a big plus.”
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CELEBRITY IMPACT

QUESTION: In recent times Australian celebrities have 
launched beauty brands on an international stage. Examples 
include Miranda Kerr with Kora, Jess Hart with Luma, Zoe 
Foster Blake with Go-To, and so on. Is this trend helping the 
Australian beauty market by raising awareness world wide? 
Or is it a hindrance by taking away consumer spend from the 
professional industry?

LEARNING: IF IT HELPS GROW THE IDENTITY OF 
AUSTRALIAN BRANDS, THEN IT’S BENEFICIAL TO 
THE WHOLE INDUSTRY. 

Belinda: “I don’t believe it’s taking away from the professional spend, 
because a lot of the clients that want professional skincare advice 
do visit a clinic. They do seek out professional skincare advice from 
the people in the know. My only concern with these people making 
skincare ranges, and with anyone that makes a skincare range, is I 
want to ensure that the principles of the skincare range are in line 
with skin health. I want to make sure that they’re not full of toxic 
filler ingredients, or tested on animals – they need to have a vested 
interest in skin health in 
general. That should be 
the principle of anyone 
making a skincare line, 
celebrity or not.”

Nicola: “I don’t believe 
it’s taking spend out of 
our business, because 
we position ourselves 
as skin experts, and I’ve 
found that consumers 
are looking for that. 
But it’s important for 
us to educate and 
let consumers know 
what the difference 
is between consumer 
beauty products 

and professional skincare. 
So as long as the brand is 
not claiming that they’re 
professional, and as long as 
they’re being positive role 
models for our daughters, 
I’m really happy for them 
to do that”

Carley: “None of those 
brands are purporting to 
be a professional range. It 
is exciting that Jess Hart 
and Lara Bingle have their 
products made here in 
Australia, as opposed to just 
being ‘Australian’. Anything 

that is putting Australia 
into the spotlight is helping 
us as a country and as an 
industry.  It’s about growing 
the pie as opposed 
to being concerned 
about them taking part 
of the pie.”

Andrew: “Where’s the 
credibility, what is it? 
Are they just doing it for 
money? To make a quick 
buck? The exposure it 
helps Australia get is 
beneficial, but you have 
to look at the motivations 
behind it.” 

Mark: “What we’re all in is the appearance industry. It’s growing. 
That pie’s only going to continue to get bigger and bigger. We, as 
businesses, don’t need to own the whole pie, but the slice gets bigger 
as the industry gets bigger. The exposure’s good.” 

Maria: “They’re celebrities and they’re recognised, so if it puts 
Australia out there internationally, then that’s good. If it gets 
someone asking more questions and then being directed to a 
professional, that’s got to help. So long as it is genuinely Australian 
made.”

Donna: “It’s about the authenticity. If it’s going to be a celebrity 
brand, why are they doing it? Out of the celebrity brands that are 
out there, there’s some that we know that are more genuine, where 
the person is very involved in the formulation. That’s really exciting. 
But then there are other celebrity brands where they have their name 
to it, but they have an entire team that works on it and they know 
nothing about the product themselves. If it’s a celebrity that’s very 
involved in the process and they’re going to keep it in Australia, that’s 
fabulous for the whole entire industry and for Australia.”

Lynn: “From a clinician’s point of view, it doesn’t take spend away from 
us. Not for the person who’s serious about their skin.  I’m attracting the 
serious clientele, not the person who’s searching for a dream. That’s 
why I’m here and that’s why I’m still passionate in my field.”

Belinda Merlino from The Skin Clinic

Michelle Ruzzene from 
Professional Beauty  

Nicola Le Lievre from In Therapy 

WHAT WE’RE ALL IN IS THE 
APPEARANCE INDUSTRY. IT’S 

GROWING. THAT PIE’S ONLY GOING 
TO CONTINUE TO GET BIGGER AND 
BIGGER. WE, AS BUSINESSES, DON’T 
NEED TO OWN THE WHOLE PIE, BUT 

THE SLICE GETS BIGGER AS THE 
INDUSTRY GETS BIGGER.
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QUESTION: With one of the most botanically diverse but also 
harshest environments in the world, Australian beauty products 
are created and formulated with our lifestyle in mind, and 
tailored to our specific needs. Identify one hero ingredient from 
an Australian beauty product and explain its merits.

LEARNING: AUSTRALIA HAS SOME INCREDIBLY 
UNIQUE ACTIVES, BUT TO REMAIN COMPETITIVE IN 
AN INTERNATIONAL MARKET, SOME INGREDIENTS 
MUST BE SOURCED FROM OVERSEAS.

Maria: “We try and look for Australian-made ingredients where we 
can, but I’m not going to lie, they are limited. When you’re looking 
to be the best, and innovative, and cutting-edge, some of the 
ingredients don’t necessarily come from Australia. When you are 
looking at peptides and some of your active ingredients, you have to 
look overseas to source them.” 

Carley: “Something really exciting that we’ve seen over the last few 
years is the technology in active ingredients. There’s never been a 
more exciting time to be in professional skin care.” 

Donna: “We’ve got a lot of the amazing Australia botanicals in our 
Dermatonics products, like Kakadu Plum and Desert Quandong, 
which funnily enough are very naturally high in Vitamin C.  But we 
have to also look elsewhere for some of our ingredients. We use is 
Javanese turmeric. Studies have shown that it is way more potent 
than regular turmeric. Although it comes from Indonesia, we have 
a garden that we have access to and it’s sustainable and it’s ethical. 
So although we fill our products with a lot of amazing Australian 
ingredients, some of our unique points of difference come from 
international ingredients.”

Andrew: “Some 
of our products are 
used for pedicures, 
so we use typically 
Australian ingredients 
like eucalyptus oil and 
tea tree oil, because 
they have anti-fungal 
and anti-bacterial 
properties. We also 
have a peppermint oil 
based product - that’s 
not native Australian, 
but it’s been growing 
in Australia for 200 
years. With blending 
products, you have 
different advantages 
from the properties 
you get from them 
– in small doses, 
peppermint oil is 

cooling and in large doses, it’s warming. It’s knowing how these 
products work together to get the results you want.” 

Mark: “When you’re talking to a client that has type 2 acne or 
pigmentation, they want it fixed. At the end of the day, you’ve got 
to get the best quality ingredients, wherever you can get them, 
and get the best results. If they can be sourced in Australia, that’s 
fantastic. We try and do that, but we can’t go for the next best 
thing. You use the best thing and you take that to the market.”

Maria: “We’re forced to work under these strict Australian 
manufacturing guidelines, and then we have the choice to choose 
from the best ingredients around the world. When you bring it 
all together, you have the ability to create a product that is really 
sensational.”

Nicola: “The SPF regulations in Australia are second to none, 
which is why sun protection products are some of the top sellers in 
my salon.”

Belinda: “I do predominantly anti-ageing style services, so 
for me, when I thought about hero  ingredients and what I 
predominantly sell is Vitamin A, for my clientele. I sell three 
different types, so I can prescribe to all sort of ages and all sorts of 
skin concerns.”

Lynn: “In our environment, we do naturally grow some amazing, 
albeit limited, varieties of ingredients.”

Guests enjoying post-filming lunch

Carley Stewart from Asap Skin Products

SOMETHING REALLY EXCITING 
THAT WE’VE SEEN OVER THE LAST 
FEW YEARS IS THE TECHNOLOGY 
IN ACTIVE INGREDIENTS. THERE’S 
NEVER BEEN A MORE EXCITING 
TIME TO BE IN PROFESSIONAL 

SKIN CARE
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Roundtable guests at The Glebe Hotel

MANUFACTURING STANDARDS

QUESTION: Australia is renowned for its high quality 
manufacturing standards, but how can salon owners be 
confident that the research and innovation behind Australian 
beauty products is consistently as good, if not better, than 
cosmetic powerhouses such as the USA and Germany?

LEARNING: AUSTRALIAN PROFESSIONAL BRANDS, 
INGREDIENTS, INNOVATION, MANUFACTURING 
TECHNIQUES AND SO MUCH MORE ARE COMING 
TOGETHER TO DELIVER WHAT ARE WORLD CLASS 
PRODUCTS AND HIGHLY ACCLAIMED ON THE 
INTERNATIONAL STAGE.

Lynn: “In the selection 
process, I have to know 
the basis of the research, 
what access they’ve had 
for their clinical trials. I 
need to know the sourcing 
of the material, how it’s 
manufactured. Most 
importantly, how much 
backup I’m going to get, 
and know that I can get 
creative in treatments. 
People are different, their 
skin will be different every 
time you see them, and 
then sometimes they’ll 
come in, they’re time-poor 

and I will be using different equipment. I say to my clients ‘This is 
the lab, and you’re on the slab’.”

Belinda: “I can only be guided by my suppliers and what they 
tell us. Maria from Inskin Cosmedics put up a photo recently on 
Facebook from the manufacturing plant. This was a professional 
setup, with big steel vats, a guy in a lab coat, the hairnet and the 
mask. It was a really powerful image because it’s reassuring to 
see that what’s being manufactured is a high quality product. I 
immediately wanted to share it.”

Nicola: “I like the transparency of the brands that are Australian 
that I stock, including the ingredients and the expectations. You 
have to find a brand that fits you, your core values and what your 
brand stands for. For me, what’s also important, is knowing that 
we have that transparency of what’s in the products, how they are 
manufactured, but also the support of the brands.”

Maria Cocciolone from Inskin Cosmedics

Andrew Taverna from Artav Australia



Andrew: “The key word is transparency. I invite people into our 
manufacturing premises all the time. Distributors can come and see 
exactly what we do.”

Maria: “There’s always going to be the cowboys in every industry. 
I’ve been in the industry long enough to see them come and go, and 
it’s not easy for our partners, for the salons, for trade, for businesses 
to distinguish what’s good and what’s great, and what’s bad. The 
cowboys are the ones that use the really great words, and they’re real 
con people, so they get people along the way. It’s about asking a lot 
of questions, and it is about having some really good relationships 
with your suppliers.” 

Carley: “If a product is made here in Australia, and it meets 
Australian standards, but it’s also being exported around the world, 
it’s also meeting worldwide standards. You can’t get better than 
that. If you are exporting across the world, you are meeting all the 
standards across the world, so there are no powerhouses stronger 
than that combination.”

Mark: “We’ve just gone into over 30 countries worldwide that 
we’re exporting into. That gives Australian brands more and more 
credibility in the international market. That says volumes about 
the appeal for Australian brands, but also that those powerhouses 
haven’t got it just to themselves anymore. We’re being recognised 
on the world stage, which is really exciting for Australian brands.”

Donna: “Costs are of course higher to manufacture locally. Which 
is good for the Australian economy; we pay people with higher 
wages, and so that of course has to fit into the costs of our products. 
And not every single customer will be for those high end products. 
There will be the customer that’s looking for the cheaper brands 
that are sold on supermarket shelve. But there is the clientele that 
appreciates what goes into it - the ingredients, the labour, the fact 
that it’s all made here.”

I LIKE THE TRANSPARENCY OF THE 
BRANDS THAT ARE AUSTRALIAN 

THAT I STOCK, INCLUDING 
THE INGREDIENTS AND THE 

EXPECTATIONS. YOU HAVE TO 
FIND A BRAND THAT FITS YOU, 

YOUR CORE VALUES AND WHAT 
YOUR BRAND STANDS FOR.
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The roundtable was held in the Nude Lounge

Lunch  at The Glebe Hotel

people, and brands banking on that. What we can do is continue 
to be as open and honest and transparent, and market the hell out 
of ourselves. Australia is known for its trustworthiness, we have to 
make sure we keep pointing out that we are doing the right thing.”

Carley: “Cosmoprof has over 51 countries exhibiting. So the 
Cosmoprof organisers can’t go and verify the authenticity of that 
around the world. But having a certificate of origin as part of the 
application process to prove your authenticity is a great idea. 
Especially if you’re sitting under the Australian banner.”

Maria: “If you’re Australian made, and you’re genuine, you’re 
good at what you do, you’re on side with the Australian way, and 
you’re earning a genuine income, I don’t have a problem with that. 
But if you’re in that pavilion and you’re saying you’re Australian, 
but you’re not made in Australia, that’s bad.”

Nicola Le Lievre from In Therapy

AUTHENTICITY OF BRANDS

QUESTION: At Cosmoprof Asia in Hong Kong last 
November, a significant number of beauty brands exhibiting 
in the Australian pavilion had little or no presence in our 
own salon environment. What can be done to make sure 
Australian made brands are best represented when selling on an 
international stage? 

LEARNING: BRANDS THAT ARE TRUE, AUTHENTIC 
AND TRANSPARENT, WILL ULTIMATELY SUPPORT 
EACH OTHER AND REMAIN STRONG IN THE 
INDUSTRY.

Andrew: “We need to talk about transparency and honesty in 
marketing. The marketing points of Australian made are massive and 
we do probably underestimate it. There are plenty of companies, 
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Tye Bate was there to capture all the roundtable  action

Glenn Silburn from Professional BeautyMark: “As an Australian made brand here we 
want to be collectively represented. The pie’s 
big enough for all of us. We all love working 
side by side with each other. We chose not be 
in the Australian pavilion. We’ve been going 
to Cosmoprof 15 years in Europe and Hong 
Kong and for us we were always happy to 
stand alone. We’ve got to represent ourselves 
as an independent brand competing with the 
Americans and the Europeans on our own 
merit. From that perspective we’re happy to 
stand alone.”

Donna: “I find in Australia in business there’s 
such a collaborative nature, which is fantastic. 
There are lots of brands; everybody’s a little bit 
different. We can all collaborate together. One 
thing now being also an Australian I’m very 
proud of is that mentality, which needs to be 
translated in situations like this.”

Lynn: “At one trade show within the last 
couple of years I saw what was claiming to be 
an Australian made product made from bush 
remedy-based ingredients. But on the back of 
the label, it said it was made somewhere else. 

All sorts of excuses were made when I questioned the 
person about it. I was totally turned off by that as it 
was misleading.”

Belinda: “You’re savvy as a clinic owner. I think most 
savvy clinic owners would do exactly the same. It 
would become pretty obvious if someone’s not doing 
the right thing or I hope it would. I’d like to think I’m 
pretty well educated, also like everyone here, as to 
who’s in the industry and who’s really Australian. As a 
clinic owner it’s up to us as well to do our research.”

Nicola: “What I love about being an Aussie made 
salon is the way us Australians pull together and 
support each other, and that’s what we need to do. 
We need to stand up and support each other as 
manufacturers and brands, but also the professional 
beauty industry in Australia. It will come out who isn’t 
the real true blue Aussies. I find it quite misleading 
how when you’re looking at products – it can be 
Made in Australia; Australian made; Or Australian. 
There needs to be differentiation, there needs to be 
that clear distinction, because it can get confusing.”

Cosmoprof Asia Response: Professional 
Beauty in association with Cosmoprof Asia wish to 
acknowledge that the organisers of the Australian 
pavilion always endeavor to best support Australian 
brands on the international stage. It is essential that 
the companies exhibiting are registered in Australia 
with an Australian Business Number (ABN) and 
substantial operations and business interests 
in Australia.

Mark Durkin from 
Asap Skin Products

WHAT I LOVE ABOUT BEING AN 
AUSSIE MADE SALON IS THE WAY US 
AUSTRALIANS PULL TOGETHER AND 
SUPPORT EACH OTHER, AND THAT’S 
WHAT WE NEED TO DO. WE NEED TO 

STAND UP AND SUPPORT EACH OTHER 
AS MANUFACTURERS AND BRANDS, 

BUT ALSO THE PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY 
INDUSTRY IN AUSTRALIA. 
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Taking notes during the roundtable

BRAND PERSONALITY

QUESTION: It has been said that buying Australian also 
means buying into the Australian way and culture. What brand 
personality do Australian beauty products feature that sets 
them apart from others? 

LEARNING: THE DEPTH OF THE BRAND 
PERSONALITY FOR AUSTRALIAN BRANDS IS NOW 
STRONGER THAN IT HAS EVER BEEN. 

Donna: “In terms of being an Australian brand, it has to do with 
being clean and green, authentic, transparent. It’s that true blue 
Aussie attitude - this is who we are, this is what we do, these are the 
ingredients we use. What clinics appreciate about an Australian 
brand is just being true and honest.  Trust factor is also a big part of it, 
if you’re a true Australian brand.”

Belinda: “The authenticity, for me as a clinic owner looking at 
investing in brands and also from clientele feedback. Australians are 

typically laid back. We like 
simplicity, we’re busy. We don’t 
want long, convoluted skin 
care routines that are going to 
take an hour every morning 
and night. Australian brands fit 
that brief. They’re aesthetically 
really clean and crisp as well, 
both in the way they present 
with packaging but also with 
their marketing campaigns.”

Nicola: Australian consumers 
are getting savvier. They want 
value for money and they want 
brands that are transparent. 
The customers like choosing 
Australian products because 

they can relate to them 
more. They can see 
that they are genuine 
and authentic.”

Carley: “We try to keep 
our ranges as simple as 
possible. We’ll go to all 
the various ingredient 
shows and we’ll evolve 
our products. We come 
back with the latest 
technology, and we 
evolve existing products, 
and we only bring out 
a new product when 
we have to bring out a 
new product.”

Maria: “What I love 
about brand personalities and Australian brands are that many 
brands have a face. Being able to put your face, your name, 
to a brand, gives that point of contact. It gives that loyalty. 
Social media allows you to have that relationship, not just with 
the industry but with the consumer as well.  Your brand ends 
up becoming a brand that’s manufactured for the people, by 
the people.”

Mark: “We did some training in Russia last year with our 
distributor up in Moscow and the perception of the typical 
Australian was healthy, fit and good-looking. Their perception 
was of a very clean environment. Australian Beauty is on a growth 
curve for that reason, because of that international.”

Andrew: “Words I always hear are clean, fit, healthy, natural 
and trustworthy from the international audience. A huge part 
is trustworthiness.”

Lynn: “Clients now know you get what you pay for. There’s a 
sense of community about buying Australian made and keeping 
the jobs local.  They also like multipurpose products that can be 
thrown into their  handbag, or their gym bag. Keep it simple.”  n

Donna Lee-Marcal  
from Dermatonics

Lynn Hetherington-Briggs from 
Advanced Skin & Body

AUSTRALIANS ARE TYPICALLY 
LAID BACK. WE LIKE SIMPLICITY, 
WE’RE BUSY. WE DON’T WANT 

LONG, CONVOLUTED SKIN CARE 
ROUTINES THAT ARE GOING TO 

TAKE AN HOUR EVERY MORNING 
AND NIGHT. AUSTRALIAN 
BRANDS FIT THAT BRIEF.




